Chevy malibu lt

While other automakers doing business in the family-sedan market have been busy improving
and reimagining what a mid-size car can be, Chevrolet has left the Chevy Malibu to languish. Its
styling is handsome but its interior is bland and unembellished. Two different turbocharged
four-cylinder engines are offeredâ€”a 1. When compared to class leaders such as the Honda
Accord and the Mazda 6 , the Malibu evokes an unfortunate rental-class feelâ€”unless the buyer
is opts for the most-expensive Premier trim. Touchscreen infotainment with Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto is standard but Chevy requires adding option packages to unlock the Malibu's
available driver-assistance featuresâ€”something many of its rivals offer as standard. The
Malibu continues to fall behind its rivals for as it rolls into the new model year without any
substantive updates. The Sport Edition package adds black Chevrolet logos on the grille and
trunk lid, a black grille, and inch black wheels. General Motors's new Buckle-to-Drive feature
now comes on every Malibu model and requires that the driver's seatbelt is secured before the
transmission will shift out of park. We continue to recommend buying the LT trim, as it comes
with more standard features than the lowly L and LS. The LT comes standard with the Malibu's
hp turbocharged 1. If driver-assistance features such as blind-spot monitoring, automated
emergency braking, and lane-keeping assist are on your list of must-haves, the Driver
Confidence I and Driver Confidence II packages add those features and more. Like many
mid-size family sedans, the Malibu offers several powertrains. Most Malibu models are propelled
by a dutiful hp turbocharged 1. When we tested the car with the new CVT, we recorded a wholly
average 7. This combination is slower than similar rivals in our acceleration tests, but it
delivered a smooth, even pull. A turbocharged 2. The last Malibu 2. In terms of EPA fuel-mileage
estimates, the Malibu's smallest engine underperforms the equivalent base powertrains in the
Accord and the Toyota Camry. The Malibu's 2. The 1. While the Malibu's interior is not the
fanciest or the quietest, it is very comfortable and ergonomically friendly. The cabin has
competitive passenger space and options, but most alternatives have better outward visibility.
The Malibu's symmetrical dashboard and the large opening beneath the center stack make the
cockpit feel spacious. The front seats have a wide base and supportive side bolsters, but their
back cushions are too narrow for some occupants. The back seat has less legroom than the
Honda Accord's back seat, but it still fit our adult frames. The Malibu boasts a big trunk with
ample carry-on capacity; it also has plenty of interior storage space even though it doesn't lead
the class. Chevy fits every Malibu with its excellent infotainment system that includes many of
today's most desirable optionsâ€”Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, and a mobile Wi-Fi hotspot.
While the touchscreen interface is easy to interpret, the system is losing ground versus the
competition, as it lacks a convenient rotary control knob as a secondary way to interact with the
interface. Although the Chevy sedan can be had with all the high-tech assists that help protect
modern families, these options are unavailable on some models. Key safety features include:.
The Malibu has competitive limited and powertrain warranties, but its corrosion protection and
roadside assistance are longer than most rivals in this matchup. Likewise, the Chevy offers just
one complimentary scheduled maintenance visit while the Camry is covered for two years or 25,
miles. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View
Photos. Drew Dorian. Chevrolet Malibu. More on the Chevrolet Malibu. The Car and Driver
Difference. Specifications Specifications Chevrolet Malibu 1. Expand Collapse. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From Chevrolet. The Chevrolet Malibu has been around in
various forms, as well as various levels of success, since The Malibu, somewhat surprisingly, is
now Chevy's only sedan. Everything else, from the smaller Cruze to the bigger Impala, has been
put out to pasture. A well-equipped Malibu Premier with the upgraded turbocharged engine is
likable enough. The problem is that any other Malibu trim â€” which would be most of them you
find on a dealer lot â€” isn't going to be competitive against other midsize sedans. The base
engine lacks power, and Chevy doesn't add the latest advanced driver safety aids as standard
equipment as most automakers do these days. The Malibu's interior design and materials could
also use a thorough redo. Two engines are available. Most Malibus come with a turbocharged
hp four-cylinder connected to a continuously variable automatic transmission. For the Premier
trim, Chevy fits a bigger turbocharged four-cylinder engine that's good for hp. It's connected to
a nine-speed automatic transmission. All Malibus are front-wheel-drive. Highlight features
include: L Starts you off with:. The Malibu doesn't come standard with any advanced driver
safety features. Instead, Chevy offers them through a few different Driver Confidence packages.
These features include:. Outstanding efficiency. Comfortable, enjoyable ride, based on 60 mile
per day commute in real mixed driving conditions. The amazing car ever. Comfortable , relaxing
exp , durability efficiency , outstanding exterior design. I don't know what I was thinking when I
leased this car! After living with this car for a couple of months its lack of power, and handling
really feels terrible. The cars interior is full of hard plastics and excessive plastic chrome. The
car lacks standard safety features like blind spot warning etc. Write a review. See all 5 reviews.

NOTE: This video is about the Chevrolet Malibu, but since the Chevrolet Malibu is part of the
same generation, our earlier analysis still applies. The Chevrolet Malibu stands out in the
midsize sedan field for its sharp looks and mix of appealing qualities. It's loaded with
technology and offers a roomy interior. There's also a range of engine choices, including a
hybrid option. In this video, we highlight the key features that matter most. From mpg, interior
space and technology to design and comfort - these pros and cons will help steer you toward a
perfect car. It has a good mix of features, performance, and efficiency. We also suggest adding
the optional convenience and technology package. We found the 1. We deducted points for the
occasionally clumsy transmission that can be sluggish and prone to odd lurches when slowing
to a stop. Thick roof pillars and a high rear deck lid can cause some issues for outward
visibility. Our rear-view camera is standard on all but the base model Malibu. The standard
Malibus have almost cubic feet of trunk space which is about average for the class.
Unfortunately, the hybrid is reduced to The rear seats can accommodate taller passengers, but
the sloping roof line can make it feel a little confining back there. The interior is pleasantly
modern, but materials quality is only about average for the class. We caution against the lighter
colored dashboards as they can cause some distracting reflections. You also get a Wi-Fi
Hotspot. The front seats are firm, yet comfortable with plenty of lateral support. They're also
very spacious with little fatigue to report after several hours behind the wheel. Bottom line-since it's completely redesigned for the model year, the latest Chevrolet Malibu is very
competitive in the midsize sedan category. Some rivals might boast better driving dynamics or
more features for the money. But the Malibu provides a solid and stylish all-around package. A
perennial front-runner in the family sedan category, the Honda Accord continues to impress
with an upscale and roomy interior, efficient engines and host of standard safety equipment. To
see what life is like with this car, read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Honda Accord. With
a fuel-efficient four-cylinder engine and easy road manners, the Camry is a no-brainer to
recommend. And unlike the Malibu, every Camry trim comes standard with driver safety aids
such as forward collision mitigation. The Malibu offers a better infotainment system, but the
Camry is a better car overall. Check out our long-term road test of the Toyota Camry to see what
we liked from 40, miles of ownership. The Hyundai Sonata offers great value for the money
thanks to its long list of standard equipment and excellent warranty. It's also fair to say it looks
more distinctive and stylish than the Malibu. Chevy does offer a more powerful engine upgrade,
which is something you can't get on the Sonata. The Chevrolet Malibu is offered in the following
submodels: Malibu Sedan. Available styles include RS 4dr Sedan 1. Consumer ratings and
reviews are also available for the Chevrolet Malibu and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds
users rate the Malibu 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated
consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our
database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior
design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Malibu. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Chevrolet Malibu and all model years in
our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Malibu
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Chevrolet Malibu. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified
pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP,
average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features
upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking
assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire
size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is

the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Chevrolet Chevrolet Malibu. Select year - New - New. Other
years. Pros Spacious interior with lots of front-seat headroom Easy-to-use touchscreen
interface Cons Lackluster acceleration from the base 1. We don't usually recommend the most
expensive trim, but when it comes to the Malibu, we feel the top-of-the-line Premier is far and
away the best option. It's the only trim that gets the powerful turbocharged 2. Highlight features
include:. These features include: Rear parking sensors alerts you to obstacles that may not be
visible behind the vehicle when parking Rear cross-traffic alert warns you if a vehicle behind
you is about to cross your vehicle's path while in reverse Blind-spot monitor alerts you if a
vehicle in the next lane over is in your blind spot Lane keeping assist steers the car back into its
lane if it begins to drift over the lane marker Collision mitigation braking applies the brakes
automatically to stop the vehicle to avoid or minimize a collision. Read more. Find savings on
the Malibu for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Malibu lease offers. Sponsored cars
related to the Malibu. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Love my malibu! Check
your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer
quote? Automatic braking is available as an optional extra. Rear Cross-Traffic Alert Informs the
driver of vehicles in perpendicular motion behind the car when reversing. Pedestrian Detection
Warns the driver of pedestrians in the roadway and automatically applies the brakes if the driver
does not take action. Side Impact Test Good. Chevrolet Malibu vs. Honda Accord A perennial
front-runner in the family sedan category, the Honda Accord continues to impress with an
upscale and roomy interior, efficient engines and host of standard safety equipment. People
who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the Malibu both on the road and at
the track. You probably care about Chevrolet Malibu fuel economy, so it's important to know
that the Malibu gets an EPA-estimated 26 mpg to 32 mpg, depending on the configuration. What
about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind
that the Malibu has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether
the Chevrolet Malibu is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from
real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Malibu. Look for specific complaints that
keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Malibu's average consumer rating
to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the
Chevrolet Malibu is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature
availability should all be factors in determining whether the Malibu is a good car for you. Check
back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other
versions include: RS 4dr Sedan 1. If you're interested in the Chevrolet Malibu, the next question
is, which Malibu model is right for you? Malibu variants include RS 4dr Sedan 1. What do people
think of the Chevrolet Malibu? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a
robust series of ratings and reviews for the Chevrolet Malibu and all model years in our
database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team
of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Chevrolet Malibu? Which Chevrolet
Malibus are available in my area? Can't find a new Chevrolet Malibus you want in your area?
Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Chevrolet Malibu?
Check out Chevrolet lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

